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This report is produced by OCHA Iraq in collaboration with humanitarian partners. It covers the period from 21 – 27 February. Due to the 

rapidly changing situation it is possible that the numbers and locations listed in this report may no longer be accurate. The next report will be 
issued on or around 8 March. 
 

Highlights 
 

 Close to 2.5 million IDPs identified across 

Iraq; improved methodology cited 

 8,000 families displaced in al-Baghdadi sub-

district  

 Polio and measles campaign targeting 5.9 

million children across the country kicks off 

 Ashti IDP camp (Arbat Extension, 

Sulaymaniyah) to be completed in April 

 A total of over 19.4 million litres of kerosene 

have been distributed to over 186,680 IDP 

families by the government and cluster 

partners 

 

Situation Overview 
Some 2,472,444 internally displaced persons (IDPs) across 2,744 locations in Iraq have been identified, 
according to the latest Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM) of the International Organization for Migration (IOM) 
released this week; an increase of 217,296 individuals (36,216 families) over the previous DTM.   
 
The increase is explained by several factors, including improved DTM methodology in capturing less visible 
populations; including those within host communities and those in rented accommodation. Of the newly identified 
populations, 58 per cent were displaced before 1 September, but have only now been identified through 
enhanced methodology and an enhanced team of field monitors.  
 
The main increases were monitored in Baghdad Governorate (54 per cent/117,690 individuals), followed by 
Kirkuk (19 per cent/41,052 individuals), and Diyala (12 per cent/25,686 individuals). These governorates are 
characterised by variations in accessibility that affect the capacity to provide stable monitoring and tracking.  
 
To support the DTM’s revised methodology, IOM has expanded its field capacity from 81 to 137 staff deployed 
across all 18 governorates. This has increased the DTM’s capacity to continue monitoring and tracking the 
complex dynamics of the current situation through increased access to those displaced in largely urban areas and 
conflict-affected areas, while being able to swiftly verify initial displacement reports.   
 

Map Source(s): IOM DTM 12 February 2015, Clusters, CODs. The boundaries and names 
shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or 
acceptance by the United Nations. Map created on 1 March 2015 
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Clashes between Iraqi Security Forces (ISF), with support from Iraqi militias and Coalition warplanes, continued 
this week, including around a residential complex in al-Baghdadi (Anbar Governorate) which had been under 
siege by the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) since 12 February. Due to poor communications and 
access between the towns of al-Baghdadi and Haditha, accurate figures on the number of displaced remain 
difficult to determine, however, some information has been received by humanitarian field teams and the Iraqi 
Red Crescent.  
 
According to the Iraqi Red Crescent, there are currently 
8,000 IDP families in al-Baghdadi sub district, while 
those who managed to flee headed in at least three 
directions: Haditha, Heet and Baghdad Governorate. 
Families report an extreme lack of lifesaving assistance, 
as well as services in al-Baghdadi, including electricity, 
water and health.  
 
Meanwhile, local authorities in Haditha warn the district 
will witness a humanitarian tragedy as a result of 
scarcity of food and medical supplies, noting the three 
main roads linking Haditha to other cities of Anbar 
remain closed.  
 
In Mosul, major protection challenges persist, and the population does not have access to safety and services. 
Civilians in Mosul are at heightened risk as ISIL prevents them from leaving the city or having access to basic 
health services. ISIL has increased the number of checkpoints at Mosul’s city borders. Checkpoint militants 
allegedly have orders to shoot at any civilians trying to leave Mosul. At the same time, tens of ISIL fighters and 
their families are reportedly fleeing Mosul to Syria (through Al-Qaim), as a result of Coalition airstrikes and the 
fear of imminent military operations.  
 
A polio and measles vaccination campaign kicked off on 22 February in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq (KR-I). The 
campaign is targeting 5.9 million children across Iraq going house-to-house, with a focus on refugees, IDPs, 
people in sub-standard shelter, and nomads.   
 
Work on the Ashti IDP camp, an extension of the Arbat IDP in Sulaymaniyah, is continuing this week with an 
expected completion date in April. The camp, where the ground has now been levelled, will have a capacity to 
accommodate over 1,000 families (over 6,000 individuals) and will be key in mitigating overcrowding at the Arbat 
IDP camp. Tents and NFIs have been provided. Arbat currently hosts more than 2,700 families against a planned 
capacity of just 1,000.  
 
The CCCM Cluster has completed the second phase of the baseline mapping of unfinished and abandoned 
buildings, and informal sites in the KR-I. Over 850 sites were assessed during Phase II: 42 sites were new sites, 
(i.e. 5 per cent of the sites assessed in Phase II). Of the total, over 730 were active sites. This represents a 
decrease of 18 per cent of the number of active sites since Phase I. Eighty per cent of active sites are located in 
Dahuk Governorate. Information collected for each site includes: sex and age disaggregated data, safety of the 
site, exposure to elements, water quality/access, access to electricity, type of shelter and proximity to conflict. 
This information was used to determine the level of risk for each site and rank them in priority locations. Based on 
these conditions, 9 sites (1 in Dahuk, 1 in Erbil, and 7 in Sulaymaniyah) are under multiple risk conditions; 93 
sites are under eviction risk. 
 

Humanitarian Response 

 Water, Sanitation and Hygiene  

Needs: 

 Central/South: Over 4,000 new IDP families fleeing from conflict areas in Salah al-Din Governorate have 
settled in unfinished buildings, schools and mosques and are reported to urgently require water, solid waste 
collection and disposal, and hygiene supplies.  

 Dahuk:  
o Insufficient quantities of water are being reported at the Kabarto I and II IDP camps.    
o Concerns have been raised that water trucking at the Chamishku IDP camp may soon end.  

Requests for a follow-up plan have been made to avoid any gaps in water supply for camp residents. 

A polio and measles campaign kicked off this week targeting 5.9 million children. 
OCHA/Bahaa Elias 
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o Garbage collection remains a major challenge at the Essian IDP camp.   

 Erbil: Requests have been received from the Erbil Refugee Council (ERC) for temporary WASH facilities (32 
latrines and safe drinking water) for 200 IDP families being temporarily housed in tents at the Debagah IDP 
site. The need for temporary WASH facilities for another approximately 500 IDP families scattered over 
several other locations (farms and mosques) has also been flagged. Some support is being provided by the 
authorities through water tanking, and some sanitation facilities can be accessed but they are not sufficient. A 
more in depth assessment of the situation is planned. 
 

Response: 

 Central/South: 
o Water: Over 82,000 IDPs were reached through the provision of water tanks in the towns of Falluja 

and Nukhaib (Anbar Governorate), in addition to the provision and distribution of 24,000 bottles of 
water to 2,000 newly-settled IDPs families scattered across Samarra District (Salah al-Din 
Governorate). 

o Sanitation: Over 12,000 IDPs were reached through desludging of sanitation facilities, distributing of 
garbage bags, solid waste disposal and installation of latrines and showers in Kerbala, Missan, Salah 
al-Din, Anbar, Baghdad and Babylon governorates.  

o Hygiene: 10,800 IDPs benefited from distribution of adult hygiene kits and sanitary pads for women in 
Missan and Salah al-Din governorates. 

 Dahuk: The General Directorate of Dahuk Municipalities undertook solid waste collection at 7 IDPs 
camps (Bersive II, Bajet Kandala I & II, Khanke, Garmawa, Dawodia, and Shekhan (Ninewa Governorate)) 
benefiting approximately 75,000 IDPs. 

 

Gaps & Constraints: 

 In Dahuk, solid waste management is still one of the major challenges and needs on the ground for which the 
government is lacking funds.  

 In Erbil, funding remains a constraint to the WASH response. Resources are limited for emerging needs in 
areas such as Debagah. 
 

Shelter and Non-Food Items 

Needs: 

 The latest DTM report identified in Centre & South Iraq 
almost 279,000 IDP families / 1,674,000 individuals (with 17 
per cent of these households in critical shelter arrangements, 
mainly in Anbar, Kirkuk, Najaf and Ninewa); while in KR-I 
around 133,000 IDP families / 800,000 individuals have now 
been identified (with 28 per cent in critical shelter 
arrangements, mainly in Dahuk). 
 

Response:  

 In Dahuk (Zakho District), 750 IDP families living in critical 
shelter arrangements (unfinished buildings) received sealing 
off kits to improve their living conditions.  

 To date, a total of over 19.4 million litres of kerosene have 
been distributed to over 186,680 IDP families by the 
government and cluster partners. 

 Rehabilitation of over 110 collective centres, sheltering over 
510 IDP families has been completed in Wassit (over 30 
collective centres for over 210 IDP families) and Diyala (over 70 collective centres for almost 300 IDP 
families). In Baghdad, the rehabilitation of over 90 individual shelter units has also been completed. 
 

Gaps & Constraints: 

 The head of the Governorate Emergency Cell in Sulaymaniyah noted that there have been complaints about 
kerosene distributions, as some families received kerosene twice and others did not receive any. The head of 
GEC will call a meeting with the Shelter/NFI cluster to further discuss the selection criteria and coordination 
among the cluster members. In Erbil, the ERC stated that less than the agreed amount of kerosene was 
delivered. 
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 Food Security 

Needs: 

 Around 110,000 households made up of wheat producers, farmers, pastoralists and IDPs in host 
communities, in conflict and government-controlled areas are in need of livelihood support and cash-for-work. 

 National NGOs report the need for food assistance in Anbar, Ninewa, Salah al-Din, Diyala, and southern 
governorates.  
 

Response: 

 Since the beginning of February, over 1,420,200 individuals have received food assistance in 17 of 18 
governorates (excluding Salah al-Din). Despite a challenging access situation, WFP and its partners are 
distributing in the hard-to-reach governorates of Diyala, Kirkuk and Anbar.  

 Of the total beneficiaries, 410,120 were assisted with food vouchers in the KR-I, over 1,006,800 with family 
food parcels in 17 governorates, and over 3,330 with immediate response rations through the Rapid 
Response Mechanism.  

 5,000 vulnerable farmer households were assisted by food security partners with vegetable seeds for 
backyard agricultural production in Erbil, Dahuk, Salah al-Din, Ninewa and Diyala. 

 Food security partners targeted 630 beneficiaries for cash-for-work activities in Kerbala, Samarra and 
Baghdad to rehabilitate communal assets and repair damaged agriculture-related infrastructure in host 
communities.  

 Final reports for the detailed food security, agriculture and livelihood assessments in Anbar, Diyala, Baghdad 
and Kirkuk are expected by the end of February. 
 

Camp Coordination and Camp Management  
 

Needs: 

 CCCM capacity of government counterparts needs to be strengthened to ensure coherent, consistent and 
effective camp management and camp coordination. There is a need to strengthen government camp 
management, national preparedness, and response capacity in collaboration with CCCM cluster partners, 
local, and national actors. 

 Humanitarian needs of IDPs settled in informal camps need to be effectively addressed.  
 

Response: 

 Between 10 and 11 February, the CCCM Cluster held a workshop with 23 participants from UNHCR, DRC, 
ACTED, International Rescue Committee and IOM. Participants agreed on the need to build nationwide 
CCCM capacity, as well as create a pool of national trainers made up of national staff and local partners’ 
staff. 

 Between 15 and 19 February, CCCM Cluster and DRC held the first CCCM training of trainers with the 
participation of 14 officers from UNHCR and DRC. The trainers will train and mentor IDP camp managers on 
their respective areas of operation.  

 CCCM finalised the camp service mapping in Dahuk, Sulaymaniyah and Erbil. Results will be analysed and 
used as an advocacy and coordination tool to ensure effective and coherent service provision. This Camp 
Management Assessment will soon be launched in the three KR-I governorates.   

 Both the Camp Service Mapping and the Camp Management Assessment will be used in designing the 
CCCM capacity building strategy. 
 

 

 Protection 

Needs: 

 The area of Haditha remains under ISIL control, with those IDPs reaching Baghdad reporting no relief 
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assistance reaching the community and the water and electricity cut.   

 A group of over 700 IDP families at Debagah IDP site (Erbil Governorate) continues to live in deplorable 
conditions (overcrowded in public buildings and with insufficient WASH facilities) and are prevented from 
moving to an alternative location.      

 Spontaneous IDP returnees face safety/security issues as a result of landmines, IEDs, inter-community 
tensions and threats by sectarian militia. Spontaneous returns from areas covered by humanitarian actors 
based in the KR-I continue though remain limited in number.  
   

Response: 

 Of the 2.5 million people displaced by the conflict, the cluster is reaching or will reach some 1.2 million IDPs 
and affected populations in the first half of 2015. 

 The Protection Cluster has reached IDPs and affected communities through monitoring and services, such as 
child protection integrated services, GBV prevention/response, cash assistance, mine risk awareness and 
support to registration/documentation. Out of this number, over 23,290 have been identified with specific 
needs; over 56,300 individuals have benefited from legal assistance and advocacy interventions to facilitate 
IDP registration and issuance of documents. 

 Protection monitoring continues at key checkpoints in order to monitor IDPs’ access to safety and identify 
vulnerable individuals. Protection teams met with religious leaders in Khanaqin to discuss the situation of 
IDPs and the leaders’ participation in SGBV awareness campaigns in IDP camps. 

 
Gaps & Constraints: 

 Civilians prevented to seek safety outside Mosul would face further protection risks in the event of military 
operations. In a new development, due to increasing numbers of ISIL casualties, hospitals in Mosul are 
allegedly giving priority to treating ISIL fighters. Civilians in Mosul are therefore not given priority for treatment 
in the city’s public hospitals. 
 

 

 Education 

Needs: 

 Of the close to 2.5 million IDPs across Iraq, an estimated 654,000 are school-age children between the ages 
of 6 and 17 years and an estimated 111,000 children are between the ages of 4 and 5 years. Of these 
children over 57,000 are now residing in camps.  
An estimated 462,000 children (71 per cent of IDP children) ages 6 – 17 remain out of school across Iraq and 
are not attending formal education.  
 
 

Response: 

 The cluster is currently providing education activities for over 110,000 children including additional learning 
spaces for formal education, the provision of non-formal educational and recreational activities. 

 An estimated 192,000 IDP children are enrolled in formal education and attending school across Iraq, 
according to the Ministry of Education. Of these 138,000 are in the KR-I, with the remaining 54,000 across 
southern and central Iraq. 

 Ten tented schools have opened in six IDP camps in Dahuk Governorate. The schools established by a 
cluster partner are providing formal education in both the central government and KR-I curricula to over 
14,860 children (over 5,400 girls and over 9,450 boys). 

 A cluster partner inaugurated a new school in Shaqlawa (Erbil Governorate) to welcome over 4,000 IDP 
children. The partner is providing additional transport for these children to attend school. 
 

Gaps & Constraints: 

 Further information is required on enrolment of IDP children in central and southern Iraq. 
 

 

Logistics 

Response: 

 The Logistics Cluster met bilaterally 15 of its partners to increase the quality of its customer service support 
by assessing assets available and logistics needs on 24 February.    

 The cluster is reinforcing information sharing between partners to optimise the use of resources available and 
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Background on the crisis 
Since the fall of Mosul on 9 June 2014, armed groups (AGs), including Ba’athists, tribal militias and members of the 
former regime/military, along with the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), have taken control of large swathes of 
Iraq’s provinces of Ninewa, Salah al-Din and Diyala. The cities of Mosul, Tikrit, Telafar, Beiji, Quayyara, Suleiman Bek, 
Heet, Rashad, Hawiga, Riyadh, Falluja and Saqlawiyah, are currently under armed group control. Since January 2014 
much of Anbar has been under ISIL control. This has led to massive internal displacement. Iraq is now contending with 
one of the largest internally displaced populations in the world; close to 2.5 million have been displaced since January 
last year. 

 

provision of logistics coordination platforms such as the website with maps, and other information products 
[See: http://www.logcluster.org/ops/irq14a ]. 

 The cluster continues to provide temporary storage in Dahuk and Erbil. Emergency storage space is also 
available in Basrah, Sulaymaniyah and Baghdad.  

 GIS is updating/mapping warehouse/storage in Iraq. 

 Logistics Cluster Assessment (LCA) is in process (Logistics Officer is on field mission to Basrah and 
Baghdad). 
 

Emergency Telecommunications Cluster 
 

Response: 

 Emergency IT and telecommunications services are being provided by the Emergency Telecommunications 
Cluster (ETC). They include the provision of radio services to improve the safety and security of humanitarian 
staff on the ground, while the provision of internet services in camps will allow organisations to communicate 
and coordinate operations more effectively.   

 The ETC together with UNAMI has started updating the dispatch system in the Erbil radio-room to enable 
effective staff tracking. 

 

For further information, please contact: 

Abdul Haq Amiri, Head of Office, amiri@un.org, 

Mobile Iraq: +964 (0) 750 312 9201 

David Swanson, Public Information Officer, swanson@un.org 

Mobile Iraq: +964 (0) 750 377 0849 

For more information, please visit https://iraq.humanitarianresponse.info 
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